mean towards sunrise on Sunday morning' 1 . The verse has been a crux and much discussed in the literature, mostly, it would seem, in the Journal of Theological Studies. I wish in this communication to bring sufficient evidence to support one of the extant philological solutions so as to tip the scales in that direction.
In 1913, in the pages of this journal, C. H. Turner insisted correctly, contra Kirsopp Lake, that the verse and its cognates, to which I will refer below, must mean 'nightfall' or 'evening', but he had no philological solution to the lexicographical problem. 2 F. C. Burkitt, in the same year and also in the Journal of Theological Studies, unfortunately further confused the issue, although his article can be said to have pointed the way toward a solution as well. Burkitt's argument, essentially, was that the term kmqxiiOKeiv is a caique on the Syriac and Aramaic TWJ, which though having a root meaning of 'bright', nevertheless refers to the evening. He claims that the term refers to the evening star, which is indeed referred to as mil, 'the bright one'. Burkitt is correct, I think, in suggesting a Semitic substratum for this phrase, but there will be a serious problem to bridge the gap from the east Aramaic Syriac usage to the usage of Palestinian Greek writers such as Matthew. In 1926, in the article referred to above, P. Gardner-Smith took a step backward. 3 His premise was that there were two extant solutions to the problem, one that distorts the meaning of the second phrase to have it refer to Saturday evening, and one which makes 'Oifik 8k oaflflaTwv mean 'a time which we should call the early hours of Sunday morning', an equally improbable solution. He accordingly suggested that radical surgery on the text was indicated. He argues that Matthew copied and combined parts of two different verses from Mark: According to Gardner-Smith, the scribe who rewrote Mark in order to create Matthew performed the following set of actions.
First he substituted otpk 8k oafiPaTcov for Mark's Siayevopevov TOV oa.fifia.Tov, 'a change which made no difference to the sense'. However, perhaps after having written Mark's verse, he decided to leave out the women's action in bringing the spices. Accordingly he erased the first verse and went on to verse 2, 'paraphrasing Xiav Trptol rfi filq TOJV aafifiaTcuv quite correctly as TTJ krncpaiaKovarj els \dav oafSf3aTcui>' He then simply, 'forgot to erase oifjk 8k oafifia.Ta>v which he had already written, and the result is the impossible otfik 8k oafipaTiuv rfj kTn(pojaKovarj els ft'iav aaj3j3aTtov'. Gardner-Smith goes on to confound the issue further by claiming that Luke 2 3'54. which clearly refers to the beginning of the Sabbath as well, is an interpolation, and that eTre<f>u>8Kev was used because 'the interpolator lived at a time when Mt. xxxvni 1 had influenced the use of the word, and in Christian circles it was commonly used as meaning "draw on". ...Thus an accident perhaps led to a new meaning being given to a Greek word.' This is the philological equivalent of a motorway pile-up.
The simplest solution would be one that would enable both Luke and Matthew to be aware of a Greek usage for this verb that refers to the evening, the time of the beginning of the next day. The latest and arguably most definitive scholarly commentary on Matthew, however, still claims that Sunday morning is being unsettled or even lean against the translation-Greek solution, it seems that it is not superfluous to bring more evidence and philological precision from the Hebrew side to bear on the question.
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NOTES AND STUDIES spoken of in Matt. 28:i. 6 Moreover, the suggestion of Burkitt which, for all its flaws, points the way to a solution, has recently been ostensibly totally discredited in a work by Nodet and Taylor that is likely to mislead many, 7 particularly as the solution is dependent on subtleties of rabbinic philology
In my opinion, Burkitt is essentially correct. We have Semitic translation Greek here (or a Semitic caique in Palestinian koine, which amounts, for our purposes, to the same thing). It seems worthwhile, therefore, to establish this point at some length via examination of some early Palestinian rabbinic texts, for they show that there is a Semitic usage that provides a much better Vorlage for the unusual Judaeo-Greek usage than the Syriac cognate offered by Burkitt. In dismissing Burkitt' [!] does not proceed from any ambiguity in the terms, but from a change of calendar, originally the reference was to the morning, or at least the day'.
There is hardly a word of this unsupported presumption that will stand the light of day, or even the light of the evening star, as a philological survey will make clear. There are two other closer usages in Semitic (Hebrew and Aramaic) which make perfectly clear what I believe the background to the unusual to have been. While the Syriac usage of Till may or may not be ambiguous, as we shall see, the Hebrew and Jewish Aramaic usage of NITim/TIN most certainly is not.
First of all, there may be no question whatever that XHIIX, 'light', in talmudic Aramaic means evening and nothing but evening 9 The following example among literally dozens that could be cited will be sufficient. This example is sufficient to demonstrate that in that dialect of Aramaic at least, XJimX, 'the light', is the ordinary and everyday word for evening, and never means anything else. This is so much the case that when the Talmud wishes to argue the point that in rabbinic Hebrew (which is more relevant to our case here) 'light' also means evening, the word KDmN is the word used to make this point. Let us see this case as well:
,nu?y nyanxV m« ypTia nais mirr 'an ,'a'rr» nix j'p*na nrirr 'an naxpna ,m»'an nywai ,rrnn» .nra yaw win xnms TIN Na?N rrnn» nwy nyanxai ~ws The argument is based on the notion that for the first eighty days after conception, the embryo is not an embryo but only 'water', and, therefore, a miscarriage does not confer a requirement on the mother to sacrifice. However, a miscarriage following the eightieth day does require such a sacrifice. The mother has miscarried in the evening following the eightieth day Beth Shammai say that she does not need to bring a sacrifice, as sacrifices are only brought by day, and since the miscarriage took place in the evening before at University of California, Berkeley on August 19, 2010 http://jts.oxfordjournals.org Downloaded from the possible obligation to bring the sacrifice became active, she was not yet obligated and therefore is free of the sacrifice. Their last sentence consists of a fairly typical form in midrash in which a rhetorical question disputing the reasoning of an opponent is offered, Beth Shammai arguing here that there is no analogy from a miscarriage in the morning when the sacrifice is already possible and obligatory to a miscarriage in the evening when the sacrifice could not yet be brought. This is a particularly significant example, for it indicates that early in the rabbinic period-perhaps at a time not far off from the time when the Gospel of Matthew was produced-7 "TIN, 'at the light of, unambiguously meant the evening and only the evening. Had it had even the slightest possibility that it meant morning, the entire text would be totally incomprehensible, and it is impossible in this context to imagine that it originally meant 'the morning' and an ad hoc change in practice led to the new meaning, as Nodet and Taylor argue for Syriac Till and by implication for Hebrew 7 "TIN. Now with respect to the Passover itself: The Babylonian Talmud (Pesahim 3a) in its attempt to prove that i"lS?mX7 "TIN "1tPS7, 'at the light of the fourteenth', means that on the evening of the fourteenth one searches for the leaven, cites this Mishna from Kentot as absolute proof for their case, and to my taste at least, their philology is absolutely sound. There is no other way to interpret 'at the light of in this context.
Here is the text of the Talmud with its further proofs, which I take to be conclusive: nva iruo wivys TIN xvs ">Na <i sa» Nib bbr\ rva .nra yaw win NmiN TIN nra yaw After citing the Mishna from Kentot cited above, the Talmud goes on to argue: 'Since Beth Hillel asked Beth Shammai: what is the difference between "the light of [7 TIN] the eighty-first day" and "the day of the eighty-first day"? it follows that "the light of" means the evening NflTIN QED'. QED indeed; the Talmud's philologic is impeccable here. And once more, we should at least allow for the possibility that this QED refers us back to the late first century, the time in which Beth Hillel and Beth Shammai flourished. This is then followed by a somewhat more complex argument with respect to sacrifices. 684 NOTES AND STUDIES 'They object: "It could be that it is eaten 'at the light' of the third day [but isn't]! And it is logical sacrifices are eaten for one day and peaceofferings are eaten for two days Just as there the night follows the day, so here the night follows the day " ' The argument is: Here seemingly 'the light of the third day' means indeed the morning, since we are speaking of a peace offering which may be eaten according to the Torah for two days. Now since in the case of a sacrifice which may be eaten for one day, 'the night follows the day', i e., it may be eaten until the morning, so also here we would conclude that it may be eaten until the morning of the third day, ergo, 'at the light of here seems to mean the morning and not the evening, which would constitute an argument against the point of the Talmud that 'the light of means the evening, and also an argument against the point of the present writer.
However, the Talmud continues:
QV iv -imam mnaai bow asmr ova +tr N-ipn-f naV? The Talmud finishes its demonstration that there are several places in the Mishna in which 'at the light of a certain day means at the evening of that day, when the day begins according to Jewish law from time immemorial (cf. Lev. 23.32 with reference to Yom Kippur), by demonstrating that it is explicitly the case in a parallel text to the Mishna that the time for examining the leaven is defined as the night-time, and, since there is no reason to assume a difference of custom, this must be what the Mishna means as well. They then conclude the entire case by saying that, in fact, there is only one opinion on this subject. One of the authorities who glossed the Mishna's 'at the light of to mean 'night', used the term current in his dialect of Aramaic for 'night', the normal ^/"v, while the other used a dialectal term T1SJ, 'brightening/shining', which in his dialect means night as well (and this term is otherwise well attested in this sense as well; indeed it is precisely the Syriac attested by Burkitt).
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There is thus ample proof that in archaic rabbinic Hebrew 'at the light of would only and always mean the beginning of the day at sunset, considered perhaps a brightening of the sky, a shining, and thus the term 'the lightening of for sunset. Via a combination of usage of the comparative resources of their own Semitic language and their very close philological reading of the Mishna, the talmudic scholars have reconstructed what is compelling evidence that the phrase 'at the dawning of meant precisely the beginning of the day in the evening in Palestinian spoken Hebrew (and perhaps in Palestinian Aramaic as well). The Syriac phrase attested by Burkitt fits this idiomatic usage as well. Matthew's k-nkywoKev means just what he says it means. Since this usage was apparently an archaism by the time of the We can now suggest that the ambiguity in Syriac might also be a difference of dialects with some Syriac dialects, like some Jewish Aramaic ones, using the term T113 to mean night, either as a euphemism or as a reference to the evening star at University of California, Berkeley on August 19, 2010 686 NOTES AND STUDIES talmudic writers themselves, my assumption is that it belongs to a relatively ancient stratum of the Hebrew we call rabbinic, which is not an artificial language but the Hebrew spoken at the time of the Evangelists.
11 It seems to me highly plausible, therefore, that in the very semitically tinged Greek spoken and written by Syro-Palestinian Jews, the Greek word had taken on the meanings of its Hebrew equivalent, particularly in the context of the fixed technical usage having to do with the onset and outgoing of the Sabbath. There is no reason in the world, therefore, pace Nodet and Taylor, to assume from this usage that the Sabbath ever began in the morning.
The fact that Luke refers to the beginning of the Sabbath in v. 54 indicates that he is referring to what we would describe as the evening of the Friday, and this supports the point that I am making. On the other hand, Luke then seems to get into a muddle by referring to the preparation of the spices in v. 56 apparently after v. 54-a mistake that was apparently spotted by the scribe of MS D, who amended the verse to read: rjv 8e rj 7)fiepa rrpo
The assumption that translation Greek is to be found in Matthew is supported as well by the terms 'Oifie 8k aa^arwv, which is Hebrew fOl^ "'NSIft, 'the outgoing of the Sabbath', as pointed out by Moore, and fxiav oafifiaTcuv, half a simple loan from Hebrew, half a caique on rQtPl TflK for the first day of the week 14 " A reader for the jfTS asks if my suggestion is 'that earlier Jewish Palestinian Aramaic had the same usage as the talmudic, and did that influence both talmudic Hebrew and the New Testament Greek?' This seems to presuppose that Hebrew was not spoken in the time of the evangelists, a highly questionable assumption in the light of current research and settled seemingly definitively by the Bar Kochba letters in which it is clear that a dialect of Hebrew, very similar to that of the Mishna, was spoken and written in Palestine at that time, Mireille Hadas-Lebel, L'hebreu, 3000 Arts d'Histoire (Pans A Michel, i<)<>2), pp 63-4 Cf Nicholas de Lange, 'The Revival of the Hebrew Language in the Third Century CE', Jewish Studies Quarterly 3 (iy<)6), pp 344-5, who disputes this argument, suggesting that Hebrew was 'dying on its feet' in the second century and that the mishnaic language represents a revival If de Lange's suggestive arguments prove compelling, then indeed one would speak of earlier Jewish Palestinian Aramaic being a common substrate for both mishnaic Hebrew and Judaeo-Greek 12 I wish to thank Prof Morna D Hooker for making this suggestion and for much else in the preparation of this paper. 13 Moore, 'Conjectanea Talmudica', p. 323 14 As we see from the beginning of the verse, the genitive plural is used here in accordance with Greek usage for periods of time Other than this minor syntactical adaptation, however, the verse retroverts into perfect Hebrew and hardly makes at University of California, Berkeley on August 19, 2010 http://jts.oxfordjournals.org Downloaded from
